Preface to a Special issue on coherent states: mathematical and physical aspects
(1) Review papers
We start with 5 review papers. The first paper, by Klauder, surveys the many possible applications of affine variables, both in classical and in quantum physics. The second, by Sanders, proposes a grand tour of entangled CS, which are present in many fields, such as quantum optics, quantum information processing, etc. The next paper, by Rowe, surveys the field of vector CS and the attendant group representation problems (including induced representations). Then Oriti et al describe a particular class of CS relevant to (loop) quantum gravity. Finally, Combescure and Robert present a comprehensive review of fermionic CS, including all mathematical details. The second group of physically related CS contains 4 contributions with a distinct quantum information theoretic flavor. First, Thilagam describes the dynamical behavior of entanglement of a pair of qubits (excitons), using a CS basis. Next, Lavoie-de Guise study SU(3) intelligent states (i.e., minimal uncertainty states), of interest in the quantum information community. Then Muñoz constructs discrete CS for n qubits. Finally, Wagner-Kendon explore the continuous variable Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm known in quantum computing in a discrete formulation. The second group of mathematically oriented papers contains 14 contributions, devoted to CS in particular systems. We start with a paper by Gilmore, which explores the (sometimes chaotic) evolution of atomic CS under a time-periodic driving field, using sphere maps S 2 → S 2 . Next, we include a paper on CS on the 2-sphere in a magnetic field [Hall-Mitchell]; a paper on CS for a quantum particle on a Möbius strip This brief description illustrates perfectly the extreme versatility of the CS concept. As already stressed, coherent states constitute nowadays a flourishing research topic, with applications to a wide spectrum of domains. Indeed, CS are everywhere in physics: condensed matter physics, atomic physics, nuclear and particle physics, quantum optics, dynamics -both quantum and classical potentials-, quantum gravity, quantization and quantum information theory. On the other hand, CS have grown into a full-fledged domain in mathematics, incorporating many tools such as group representations, POV measures, frames, holomorphic functions, orthogonal polynomials and so on. Interestingly enough, a majority of contributions in this special issue (22 out of 37) are mathematically-minded, demonstrating the widespread interest coherent states have generated in various areas of mathematics. A third field related to CS (but almost not represented in the present collection) is signal processing. Indeed both Gabor analysis and wavelet analysis derive in the first place from CS theory, namely, CS associated to the Weyl-Heisenberg and the ax + b group, respectively. Here too, a tremendous development has taken place in the last years, another testimony to the richness of the notion of CS.
We leave it to the jury of public opinion to judge whether the call for a special issue of the journal, devoted to coherent states, has been justified.
